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It is a dead business to do a movie on a subject which everybody already knows. He came up with Bank Chor after the box office failure of his previous film Mrityudand. The very first scene of Bank Chor is very reminiscent of the horror film Thana Theertha. Things which look happy to us in life do not always last for a long time. Bank Chor is a funny movie. Riteish Deshmukh is brilliant in the role of a psychopath. Bank Chor ( બેંકચોરો) . Bank Chor The film is by
Surinder Singh Marwah. Bank Chor Movie Images Download. . It’s a satirical comedy by Surinder Singh Marwah and it stars Riteish Deshmukh, Vivek Oberoi and Rhea Chakraborty. Bank Chor Plot/Story : In this movie three friends who were supposed to do their graduation in a college have to go to city for higher studies, where they face their biggest challenge yet - and learn life’s lessons. . A serious crime does not take place if somebody is not done on a serious
note. Bank Chor is a film which not only has a great script but works on a fine tune on the emotional chord. Bank Chor Hindi Lyrics Singer Lyric Video Song Hindi mp3, Saajan Chor. See the comedy journey of Dr Rohit (Riteish Deshmukh) who heads the cancer hospital, an up-and-coming building in the city and the immaculate laws which surround it. It also stars Vivek Oberoi. In this comedy, there are three friends who go to college and fail from there. He has
also acted in a few films. At the time of his character’s development, he was in a different frame of mind, and got him down. Bank Chor is a 2017 Indian Hindi-language black comedy film directed by Bumpy, written by Baljeet Singh Marwah and produced by Ashish Vishwanathan. Bank Chor full movie free download hd 1080p It is a dead business to do a movie on a subject which everybody already knows. It’s a satirical comedy by Surinder Singh Marwah and it
stars Riteish Deshmukh
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